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ABSTRACT
The MISE approach (mediation information system engineering) aims at defining and designing a platform, dedicated to initiate and support any collaborative situation among potential partners. Collaborative situations may emerge from manufacturing contexts (industrial production partners), economic contexts (supply chain), social contexts (crisis management partners) and any other contexts in which a set of organisations should work altogether to reach common and individual goals, exploiting each others competencies. The MISE approach is based on a model-driven engineering vision (MDE) dedicated to designing a mediation information system (MIS) in charge of improving interoperability in emerging collaborative situations. This MIS is dedicated to supporting the collaborative behaviour of the collaborative network by dealing with exchanged data, shared services and collaborative workflows. The final objective is a mediator system able to manage the operational collaboration of partners, through their information system, without constraint (at least with as less constraint as possible). The MIS design crosses the different abstraction layers of design (business, logical and technological) and exploits the associated models at each level to build the models of the next level. This paper presents the models involved (dedicated to the computer independent model, platform independent model and platform specific model levels of the MDE approach) and the transition mechanisms between levels.

1. Introduction
The ability of organisations (enterprises, institutions or others) to operate in collaboration is a key indicator of their level of competitiveness. However, organisations, whether recent or well established, rarely take much interest in their collaborative capacities (which are mainly empirical abilities, informally built and used as needed) (Agostinho et al. 2016). In this paper, the specificities and requirements of organisational collaboration from an information system (IS) point of view are studied, in order to define an engineering approach dedicated to facilitating the deployment of these emerging collaborative networks. Section 2 presents an overview of the research challenges addressed in this paper (including a literature review). Section 3 is dedicated to describing the overall approach in general terms. Section 4 presents some preliminary elements that should be taken into account. Section 5 describes the model-driven engineering (MDE) approach in detail. The final section concludes and draws some perspectives.

2. Positioning of MISE approach
This section is structured according to three steps: (1) the general context of these research works, dedicated to identify some precise considerations that should be taken into account to refine the description of the main objective of these research works; (2) the specific refinement of the main objective of mediation information system engineering (MISE) approach according to the previous considerations and (3) a literature review regarding some useful scientific or technological components, covering the various facets of the presented approach.

2.1. Considerations about the context
The general object of this paper concerns defining, formalising and equipping collaborative situations. In this field of study, four main developments are noticeable:

- Organisations used to find their partners in a restricted geographical area (for practical reasons). Nowadays, improvements in logistics, the use of Internet, the use of the English language and the global market have removed this limitation.
- Organisations used to build their collaborative links slowly and carefully (for cultural reasons). Nowadays, increased economic competition and the need for reactivity have forced a change in this approach.
- Organisations used to build stable and long-term collaborations (due to a lack of requests). Nowadays, the
need to seize/create sporadic opportunities has led to a change in the environment.

- People (managers, bosses) used to be the interface of organisations (exchanging with other organisations) as well as the functional backbone of organisations (driving process and business activities). Nowadays, ISs and computed systems have taken over these functions (at least partially).

From the previous four statements, it is easy to infer that the main idea behind the main goal of these research works (defining, formalising and equipping collaborative situations) is the management of interoperability of organisations. Actually, the previous statements mainly define new expectations for collaborations: farer, faster, more opportunistic and more computerised collaboration ability. These are the features for integration through IS interoperability. Interoperability is defined in Konstantas et al. (2005) by the European network of excellence InterOp as ‘the ability of a system or a product to work with other systems or products without special effort from the customer or user’. It is also defined in Pingaud (2009) as ‘the ability of systems, natively independent, to interact in order to build harmonious and intentional collaborative behaviours without modifying deeply their individual structure or behaviour’.

In addition, this paper claims that a network of organisations can be seen as a system of systems (SoS). Actually, according to Maier (1998), there are five criteria to define a SoS:

1. Operational independence of the elements (systems)
2. Managerial independence of the elements (systems)
3. Evolutionary development of the SoS
4. Emergent behaviour of the SoS
5. Geographical distribution of elements.

The collaboration of organisations concerns elements (organisations), which are, by definition, independent on both the operational level (different skills) and on the managerial level (different heads). Such an emerging collaborative situation is an evolving entity. New partners may join the network while some other may quit it. Moreover, the behaviour of the collaboration should follow the evolutions of the collaborative situation. Finally, the collaborative network may be widely distributed insofar as some partners could be in completely different places. Consequently, collaboration of organisations meets these five criteria and may be considered as a SoS.

Finally, there are (at least) two main conceptual architectures able to support interoperability (Wiederhold and Genesereth 1997): peer-to-peer structure (where each partner is expected to communicate efficiently with the others) and mediation structure (where a third-part component is in charge of partners’ interoperability). On the one hand, peer-to-peer architecture requires either the partners to be able to connect efficiently with all involved organisations (including data translation, service access, process sharing): common languages and conventions may be required (which is not very good for reactivity of the network), or each partner should be able to ‘speak’ the language of all the others (which is not very good for dynamicity of the network). On the other hand, mediation architecture, as presented in Wiederhold and Genesereth (1997), requires a mediator, which will perform all the interoperability functions, but which needs definitely to be (1) designed and deployed accordingly with the considered situation (to ensure reactivity) and (2) maintained accordingly with evolutions and forks of the living situation (to ensure dynamicity). In this paper, the mediation architecture has been chosen, which imply to define a mediator (mediation information system [MIS]) able to support on the fly the emerging collaboration.

2.2. Main objective of MISE research work

Regarding the considerations presented in Section 2.1, the general purpose of this paper can be refined (defining, formalising and equipping collaborative situations) into a more complete and precise goal: the definition of an efficient engineering approach for agile MISs dedicated to supporting interoperability of ISs inside a collaborative network, seen as a SoS. In the way the objective is formulated, all the previously enumerated aspects can be found.

Such an objective requires defining an engineering approach, exploiting the adequate collaborative knowledge to design a MIS according to a technical architecture. These three elements (engineering approach, collaborative knowledge and technical architecture) are the main components that should be studied, selected and defined in order to describe the MISE approach. Consequently, in the next section, the state of the art focuses on these three components.
reduce the problem size of workflow dynamic changes, decrease the computing complexity of workflow regions recognition and have flexibility to take the different migration policies corresponding to the different workflow running instances dynamically.

MDE is based on the foundation of MDA and provides a development process: different levels of models are organised in the modelling space. Kent (2002) provides a clear description of the MDE paradigm and its structure: computer independent model (CIM) describes the target system from a business point of view. Platform independent model (PIM) describes the same system from a software point of view but only according to functional considerations. Finally, platform specific model (PSM) describes one possible implementation of the previously obtained PIM (including considerations about languages, computing platforms, integration middleware, communication networks etc.). According to these considerations, MDE may be used as a backbone for MIS design (i.e. engineering approach).

Concerning the collaborative knowledge that should be used all along the MDE engineering approach, the real question is ‘what model(s) should be used/built along the engineering approach?’. To answer that question, it is necessary to state that (1) the MISE approach aims at gathering knowledge regarding a target enterprise network and (2) the MISE approach aims at designing a collaborative IS. Based on these statements, both ‘enterprise modelling’ and ‘IS modelling’ should be considered.

Vernadat (1996) presents enterprise modelling according to four points of view: informational view (data and knowledge of enterprises), resource view (capabilities, materials and human resources), organisational view (roles, responsibilities, sectors of enterprises) and functional view (events, flows, processes and activities). The following picture (Figure 1) presents the enterprise MM extracted from Vernadat (1996):

Activity is the central concept of this MM (not only because it is in the middle of the diagram, but mainly because this concept is linked to a lot of others and especially concepts of all other packages).

Regarding IS modelling, Booch, Jacobson and Rumbaugh (2004) suggest that the classical splits static view/dynamical view and logical view/physical view could be refine according to four views: functional view (different from the functional view of enterprise modelling, describing functions and abilities of the system), structural view (representing the static and logical views of the system, i.e. layout of logical components), behavioural view (dynamic and physical views of the system, describing exchanges and operating modes of components according to scenarios) and architectural view (static and physical views of the system, presenting the technical organisations of components).

Considering, first, that processes (from the functional view of enterprise modelling) are strongly connected to other components of enterprise modelling (thanks to the concept of activity) and, second, that the behavioural view of IS modelling is also closely coupled with the other views (because it shows the global behaviour of components from these other points of view). The first conclusion of this section is the following: Process modelling might be a very relevant pivot to bind enterprise modelling with IS modelling. This statement is perfectly in line with considerations of Anaya et al. (2010) about Unified Enterprise Modelling Language (UEML): The central motivation of UEML is to ‘exchange information contained in enterprise and IS models across modelling language boundaries’.

As for the IS architecture, and considering the previous statement, a good candidate might be the one strongly based on process modelling. Schematically, service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a paradigm that describes an IS architecture according to a set of services (applications) that can be invoked through a middleware (in a

Figure 1. Enterprise metamodel (from Vernadat 1996).
loose binding philosophy). Services may be added or removed easily. Furthermore, in some SOA contexts, workflow engines allow to execute workflows (implementation of processes). This makes SOA one of the most ‘process-centred’ IS architecture. The PIM4SOA project (Benguria et al. 2006) defines four points of view for SOA paradigm: service view, process view, information view and quality of service view.

The synthesis of the previous considerations is the following: gathering knowledge about the collaborative situation should be based on enterprise modelling principle in order to build collaborative process model. This process model could be transformed (in a model-driven approach) into an SOA IS model.

3. MIS engineering: theoretical overview

3.1. Main hypothesis

The main hypothesis of this paper concerns the supposed service orientation of organisations’ ISs. The SOA philosophy is one main pillar of the work presented here. According to Morley, Hugues and Leblanc (2002), the computed part of the IS embeds the concepts of processes, functions and information inside a technological architecture, which runs workflows, which use services, which need data. In other words, in order to be potentially integrated into the collaboration, each organisation must be able to expose (and share) its capabilities (so that they can be used by the collaborative network to perform specific feature useful to reach the collaborative goals). On a technological point of view, this means that partners should be able to expose (1) their applications as web services (compliant with usual protocols such as SOAP or REST) and their human-based abilities as (2) web-service interfaces (so that people can be invoked appropriately to perform their duty).

As a consequence, the final contribution of the research work presented in this paper can be figured as ‘an approach to deploy a mediation system able to (1) formally define and (2) operationally orchestrate the collaborative behaviour schema involving partners that are SOA compliant’.

3.2. Interoperability in SOA context

According to Aubert and Dussart (2002) and Bénaben et al. (2006), in such a context of IS structure, interoperability may be declined according to three main functions:

- Transfer and translation of data
- Management of services
- Orchestration of collaborative workflows.

Because it seems that partners’ ISs cannot naturally assume these functions (except with strong constraints of technical standardisation), the proposed approach, using mediation, aims at providing a third system in charge of these functions: the MIS (Figure 2). This MIS should meet with two requirements:

- It should be technically able to connect to the services and data of each partner organisation. The SOA context allows partners to expose the subset of data, services and workflows (seen as services) they agree to share. The MIS has therefore at its disposal a certain amount of knowledge (syntactic and potentially semantic) concerning the data of the collaboration and a repository of the shared services, usable in the collaboration.

![Figure 2. ISs interoperability through mediation IS.](image-url)
It should be technically able to orchestrate the collaborative behaviour as a workflow. The MIS should include an executable model of the collaborative workflow and an orchestration engine capable of running that behaviour.

This conceptual view of the MIS introduces the several levels of abstraction that the engineering approach must cross:

- **Business**: level where the collaboration is identified and defined in functional and conceptual terms.
- **Logical**: level where the MIS structure and its behaviour are defined.
- **Technological**: level where the final mediation system is deployed according to the previous requirements.

### 3.3. Big picture of the MIS engineering methodology

This dive into abstraction layers is based on MDE and on the associated model transformation concepts (OMG 2003). The general principle is therefore to gather a structured knowledge on the considered collaboration (including the involved organisations, their respective roles, the topology of the network, the collective or individual goals, the shared services and data etc.) in order to instantiate a specific ontology. By applying deduction rules on this knowledge, a collaborative process model is deduced (as described in Rajsiri et al. 2010): The main principle is to use the knowledge base to find appropriate partners’ functions to reach each identified objective. This is the CIM level, corresponding to the business layer. The knowledge embedded in this collaborative process is then used through model transformation mechanisms in order to propose a MIS structure (as described in Touzi et al. 2009) at the PIM level, corresponding to the logical layer: The main principle is to map components of the business process model (activities, lanes, pools, events) onto concepts of the SOA architecture (services, partners, data). Finally, a technical model of the MIS is build, based on the knowledge embedded in the PIM and on the technological target platform, which is an ESB (enterprise service bus) at the PSM level, corresponding to the technological layer. The following picture (Figure 3) illustrates this global approach of MDE:

Before detailing this MDE approach, the next section will focus on the required theoretical elements: model transformation principles, MMs and technology.

### 4. Conceptual requirements to the MDE approach

The main idea is that the approach for MISE (which is at the centre of these research works) is based on model-driven principles. Therefore, this approach aims at using model transformations to dive into the following abstraction levels: business, logical and technological. More precisely, the goal is to move from business level to logical level, and then from logical level to technological level. However, to move from a source level to a target level, it is required to formalise the knowledge at the source level (by instantiating the concepts of the source level MM), then to apply model transformations (onto the obtained model of the level) to obtain a new model (i.e. instances of the concepts of the target level MM). Consequently, as far as Section 5 is dedicated to describe this path across the abstraction levels by presenting the transformation rules between each of the levels, the current section presents all the preliminary theoretical prerequisites that should be assimilated to describe efficiently the whole approach in Section 5. This section

![Figure 3. Overview of the model-driven engineering approach.](image)
introduces, first, the general principle of model transformation that is used in MISE, second, the three required MMs that are used at each level during model transformations and, third, the technological platform supporting the whole approach.

4.1. Model transformation in a model-driven approach

Considering our model-driven issue, the first crucial point of the present approach is model transformation, which may be synthesised as follows (Figure 4):

A source model is used (built according to a source MM). The key point is that the source MM shares part of its concepts with the target MM. Note that the two spaces, source and target, have to be partially overlapping in order to allow model morphism. As a consequence, the source model embeds a shared part and a specific part. The shared part provides the extracted knowledge, which may be used for the model transformation, while the specific part should be saved as capitalised knowledge so as not to be lost. Then, mapping rules (built according to the overlapping conceptual area of MMs) can be applied onto the extracted knowledge in order to provide the transformed knowledge. That transformed knowledge and an additional knowledge (to fill the lack of knowledge concerning the non-shared concepts in the target MM) may finally be used to create the shared part and the specific part of the target model. Note that both capitalised knowledge and additional knowledge may be empty depending on the model transformation case under consideration.

4.2. Business MM

A preliminary discussion is required here, concerning the content of this MM. Dedicated to the business level (i.e. the static and dynamic characterisation of the collaborative network), this MM is directly linked to the field of enterprise modelling. A study concerning the covering, by a BPMN process model, of the points of view of enterprise modelling proposed by Vernadat (1996) is made in Bénaben et al. (2006) and explained in detail in Touzi (2007). This study asserts that such a model suitably covers the functional view and also partially covers the informational and organisational views. It does not cover the resources view to any great extent. Considering these observations, the study concludes that this covering, even if incomplete, may be considered as sufficient.

The business MM is thus focused on capitalising the business knowledge into a collaborative business process model, involving all the partners of the collaborative network. This MM (presented in Figure 5) is based on BPMN language and organises the collaborative situation according to the mediation principle exposed in Wiederhold and Genesereth (1997). This mediation principle claims that the mediator should be able (1) to communicate with each of the members of the network and (2) manage the partners to reach altogether their collaborative goals (or the best compromise between their individual goals). The MIS (or CIS – for collaborative information system – as it is named in the following figures) orchestrates the whole behaviour by coordinating the services of all partners:

A collaborative process respecting this MM is then structured according to one pool for the MIS (CIS pool) and one pool per partner (partner pool). The dynamic aspect of the process is embedded in the MIS pool through mediation services (CIS task), events (event), gateways (gateway) and internal flows (sequence flow) carrying data (data). Partners propose their own services (partner task) and communicate exclusively with the MIS through external flows (message flow) also carrying data (data).
Finally, the presented business MM is dedicated to be the support for the description of the collaborative behaviour. The objective of the usage of such a MM is that any model based on that MM embeds a knowledge content that can be used to infer the structure of the appropriate mediation IS.

4.3. Logical MM

This second MM concerns the logical architecture of the MIS. It is mainly based on the PIM4SOA model presented in Benguria et al. (2006). The mediator architecture (presented in Figure 6) is organised according to three packages: services view (functions), information view (business objects) and process view (behaviour).

The services view contains partners’ services (listed in a services repository) and mediation services (GIS services on Figure 6). These services may be divided up into operations. The information view contains all the business objects that may be used in the collaborative process (and their semantic/format features). Finally, the process view embeds all the elements needed to describe the workflow, in a language close to business process execution language (BPEL, which is the target orchestration language). The choice of BPEL is due to the fact that some technologies for the implementation of modern IS (for instance those based on Java Business Integration [JBI]) include BPEL engines.

Finally, the presented logical MM is dedicated to be the support for the description of the structure of the MIS. The objective of the usage of such a MM is that it provides the structural knowledge required to describe an efficient SOA IS structure, able to support the collaborative behaviour previously described using the business MM.

4.4. Technical MM

The technical MM (presented in Figure 7) is also based on SOA aspects but it contains more information than the logical MM. Although both the MMs have the same overall structure, they are different in some details.

The main differences between this technical MM and the previous logical MM are listed below:

- The class partner service description includes seven new attributes dedicated to embedding the technical knowledge contained in Web Service description Language (WSDL) files.
- The class service includes one new attribute dedicated to assuming the matching between business service and technical service.
- The class operation includes two new attributes, input and output, dedicated to representing the incoming and outcoming business objects of this operation.
- The class business object includes one new attribute dedicated to assuming the matching between general business message and specific web service message.
- The class format includes two new attributes dedicated to representing the name and type of the element.
- The class collaborative business process includes six new attributes dedicated to embedding the technical knowledge for the BPEL file.

The associations in and out between service and business object classes are now between operation and business object because one service may have several operations and business object should be linked to operation.
Finally, the presented technical MM is dedicated to be the support for the description of the deployment infrastructure of the MIS based on PEtALS ESB. The objective of the usage of such a MM is that it provides the technological knowledge required to describe an efficient MIS IS infrastructure.

4.5. Target technological platform

The definition of a target technological platform is not critical in the whole approach. Actually, it has been decided to introduce the one that has been used for these research works to make it more concrete and to show feasibility and applicability. The most important thing on the technological dimension is to use an SOA platform. Furthermore, one important aspect is that this platform should, on the one hand, support the MIS engineering tools (model transformation tools mainly) and, on the other hand, should be able to connect all web services of partners. Consequently, it is important for the platform to be compliant with the ‘design-time’ tools, but it is mandatory for that platform to be as much open as possible to support all kind of partners’ services.

In the context of these research works, the target technological platform is the open-source ESB PEtALS (from OW2 and EBM WebSourcing), which is based on the JBI standard from JSR 208. This standard is specifically dedicated to defining the service containers and the way they behave. Several existing ESBs, open-source or proprietary, are based on JBI (Open ESB from Sun, Servicemix from Apache) or compliant with the JBI standard (Sonic ESB from Sonic Software or Mule from Mule Source). All these platforms could be used to run the MISE approach. The overall principle of this software is presented in the following picture (Figure 8):

PEtALS ESB aims at linking heterogeneous services, which are either fully compliant with the bus’ and then embedded in the bus (as service engines [SEs]), or compliant with some specific communication protocols (SOAP, http etc.) and then located outside the bus. All these services will be invoked by the workflow (according to the behavioural model) through the bus, thanks to the SE dedicated to orchestrating the workflow.

Each operational service, whether internal or external, is represented by a service unit (SU) in charge of defining its specific interface (especially its inputs and outputs, by means of a WSDL file, for instance). Each SU is embedded in a service assembly (SA), which provides the link to the operational service. If the service is a SE, i.e. embedded in the bus, then this link is a direct link. If the service is an external service, then this link is an indirect link, through a binding component (BC) in charge of providing the messages within the appropriate format. Thus, if several services use the same communication protocol, their SU might be included in the same SA, pointing to the same BC.
There is a specific SU (let us call it the SU-BPEL), which contains the workflow model (in BPEL format). This SU is included in a specific SA (let us call it the SA-BPEL) connected to the orchestration SE (let us call it the SE-WF). The SU-BPEL, through the SA-BPEL, provides the SE-WF with the workflow model. The SE-WF contacts the SUs (through their SAs) in order to invoke the services, according to the workflow model.

Finally, in order to deploy this middleware correctly, four types of elements must be deployed with ESB PETALS:

- All the required SEs: These elements will be necessary for the deployment of SAs that contain SUs linked to these internal services (including the specific SE-WF dedicated to running the BPEL orchestration).
- All the required BCs: These elements will be necessary for the deployment of SAs that contain SUs linked to external services through protocols managed by these BCs.
- All the SAs: These elements embed all the SUs that define the interface of all the required (internal or external) services. They are connected to one SE or one BC. In order to facilitate the evolution of the set of supported services, several SAs might be potentially connected to the same SE or BC (easier to replace).
- The specific SA-BPEL: This element, connected to the SE-WF, contains the SU-BPEL, which embeds the workflow models and also a specific file (named ProcessArtifact) that is in charge of providing the SE-WF with the physical address of each external service.

Based on these files, an Ant file is defined (able to start the installation of all the previously listed files). By means of this deployment file, an instance of PETALS may be deployed, specifically dedicated to the collaborative situation.

Figure 7. Technical metamodel: a more complete SOA architecture of the MIS in UML.
5. MDE approach

First, this section describes the three abstraction levels of the MDE approach (CIM, PIM and PSM) and the concrete model transformations of each level (based on theoretical elements described in Section 4.1 and specific MMs presented in Sections 4.2–4.4). Then, the deployment mechanisms and agility features are described on the basis of the technological architecture introduced in Section 4.5. Finally, the question of agility is treated in the last part.

5.1. CIM level

The general principle of this first step (described in Rajsiri et al. 2010 and detailed in Rajsiri 2009) is the following: using an ontological approach to deduce, from the characterisation of a collaborative situation, the business model of a collaborative process (respecting the MM described in Section 4.2).

A collaboration of organisations may be characterised through its common goal, its actors, their relations, the topologies of the network etc. (Rajsiri 2009). The design of the CIM in BPMN should thus be based on these elements (instantiated, completed and refined). A collaborative network ontology (CNO in OWL-DL), separated into two interconnected parts, has been produced (Figure 9). The first part contains elements describing the collaboration (CO for collaborative ontology), while the second part is dedicated to the concepts of the collaborative process MM (CPO for collaborative process ontology).

The higher part (CO) is instantiated by gathering knowledge from the studied situation (goal, actors, relations, topology etc.). The lower part (CPO) is initially populated with instances extracted from the MIT Process Handbook (Malone, Crowston, and Herman...
four groups: 

- The first group of rules is intended to derive an abstract service and role when each is provided. According to Petersen (2005), each organisation is represented by its goals, the activities to achieve the goals, the roles that perform the activities and the skills that are required to fill the roles. This definition refers to the relation between role and activity. This activity can be considered as an abstract service, which describes the skills of its provider. The rule that derives abstract service when role is recognised may be described thus:

  \[ \text{Participant}(x) \land \text{playRole}(x, y) \land \text{performAService}(y, z) \rightarrow \text{provideAService}(x, z) \]

  This rule starts by retrieving roles of participant and finding abstract services that can be performed by these roles. Then, the rule will return the list of abstract services that correspond to the roles the participant plays.

- The second group of rules concerns the deduction of business services when an abstract service is recognised. This rule is defined on the basis of the BAM of the PH (Malone, Crowston and Herman 2003), which states that every abstract activity has its corresponding functional-level activities. These functional activities can be considered as business services. There is only one rule in this group:

  \[ \text{Participant}(x) \land \text{provideAService}(x, y) \land \text{hasBusinessService}(y, z) \rightarrow \text{provideBusinessService}(x, z) \]

  This rule starts by retrieving business services that correspond to the abstract services provided by the participant. Then, the rule will return the list of business services that the participant should expose. This rule is the key that creates the semantic connections between the CO and CPO via the concepts of abstract and business services.

- The third group concerns the deductions of dependencies for both message and process logic sequence flows, coordination services and MIS services. The rules defined in this group are the most complicated ones because they take into account several concepts at the same time. Below is an example of the rules of this group. This rule starts by finding a relationship between two participants via P1 and P2 relations. Each participant provides its own business services which have input and output resources. The rule verifies whether the output of a business service is the same as the input of other business services. If so, the rule finds a coordination service that can manipulate such a resource and create dependency between these two business services. It also defines this coordination service as a MIS service:

  \[ \begin{align*}
  &\text{commonGoal}(x) \land \text{description}(x, y) \land \text{swrl:substringBefore}(y, z, \text{""}) \\
  &\land \text{AbstractService}(b) \land \text{name}(b, c) \land \text{swrl:containsIgnoreCase}(c, y) \\
  &\land \text{achievesAService}(x, y)
  \end{align*} \]

  The rule starts by segmenting the description of common goal and keeping only the first word found. Then, the rule searches in the KB for abstract services whose name contains this word. The abstract services obtained are the services that concern all involved partners and which the network itself has to provide. Instances generated using these rules are extracted through SPARQL requests. These instances may then be injected, through an XSLT style sheet, into a BPMN file. The obtained collaborative process respects the MM described in Section 5.1 and includes the specificities of the considered collaboration.

  Regarding Section 4.1, the CIM model is obtained using a model transformation mechanism where the source MM is the characterisation of the collaborative situation included in the CO, the target MM is the collaborative process MM while the additional knowledge is the knowledge extracted from the MIT Process Handbook. The mapping rules are the ones partially presented above and fully described in Rajsiri et al. (2010).

5.2. PIM level

The general principle of this second step (described in Touzi et al. 2009) and detailed in Touzi 2007) is the following: applying a model transformation to deduce from a collaborative process model (respecting the MM described in Section 4.2), a model of an SOA logical architecture (respecting the MM described in Section 5.3). Obviously, the collaborative process model used to start the model transformation is the one obtained from the business step described in Section 5.1.

The initial question at this point is the following: Is there enough cognitive material inside a BPMN collaborative process to build an SOA architecture model? This point has been
discussed in Touzi et al. (2009) on the basis of Touzi, Bénaben and Pingaud (2007) and Booch, Jacobson and Rumbaugh (2004). The conclusion was that, except for the fact that data and services are abstract business entities (coming from the MIT Process Handbook), which should be replaced by real data and services at the implementation time (see PSM level), the knowledge contained inside the process model is sufficient to define the mediator architecture.

Figures 10–12 show graphical representations of the set of rules that are applied during transformation to generate the three views of the SOA model.

Circles located in the middle of two class diagrams represent the rules. The class diagrams are sub-graphs, which are parts of the MM's presented. On the left part of each figure is the sub-graph of the source MM and on the right part is the sub-graph of the target MM. The rules have to be interpreted in the following manner: 'When an object is identified in the collaborative process model (belongs to the left-side sub-graph linked to the rule), it will be transformed into an object instantiated from the class on the right side of the figure. This means that it will become an object in the collaborative information system of the network'.

Rules from Figure 10 can be described in natural language as follows (rules are formally described in Touzi et al. 2009):

- **Rs1**: For each CIS task in the collaborative process model, a CIS service is generated, either specific or generic. An annotation (generic) is added to the process model task to make it easier to identify generic CIS services.
- **Rs2**: The CIS lane of the collaborative process corresponds to an attribute of the collaborative service class, which defines the organisation of services of the CIS according to different categories.
- **Rs3**: This rule is similar to Rs1 but concerns the deduction of a partner service from a partner task.
- **Rs4**: This rule expresses the organisation of the partners' services. An attribute (enterprise division) shows the partner division to which the service belongs.
- **Rs5**: This rule is not a rule to be implemented, but it shows the need for additional knowledge to obtain a complete and useful view of services. This additional knowledge concerns a description of service implementations (address, access protocols etc.).

For instance, in natural language:

- **Ri1**: This rule concerns the data element that is associated with the message flow element. The deduced business object elements refer to the messages (data) exchanged between partners in the collaboration.
- **Ri2**: This rule is not a rule to be implemented, but it shows the limits of the BPMN model in describing exchanged business objects (invoice, order etc.). As
previously stated, the transformation is not sufficiently developed in this view. Additional knowledge is needed to describe the structure of information.

For instance, in natural language (partial list of rules, see Touzi et al. 2009 for full description):

- **Rp1**: This rule concerns the deduction of partner element that is important to specify the holder of one activity from the BPMN partner lane element.
- **Rp4**: This rule allows the transformation of BPMN gateways into different BPEL elements (pick, flow and switch) depending on the type of gateway:
  - if it is a parallel gateway, a flow class will be generated to express a parallel execution of activities;
  - if it is a data-based inclusive gateway, a flow class will be generated, associated with a switch class for each set of activities linked to the gateway;
  - if it is an event-based exclusive gateway, a pick class will be generated to express that an event must be produced to continue the execution of the process;
  - if it is a data-based exclusive gateway, a switch class will be generated to express that the continuation of the execution of the process depends on the value of a variable.

The ATL tool, presented in Bézivin et al. (2003), supports the model transformation. Regarding Section 5.1, the source MM is the collaborative process MM, the target MM is the SOA architecture of the MIS while the additional knowledge is the UML SOA profile. The mapping rules are described in Touzi et al. (2009).

5.3. **PSM level**

The general principle of this third step is to apply a model transformation to deduce a model of a technical architecture from a UML model of the SOA architecture of the MIS (respecting the MM described in Section 5.3). This technical architecture model (which respects the MM described in Section 5.4) includes all the knowledge required for an ESB deployment.

The model transformation is implanted by JDOM.1 Regarding Section 5.1, the source MM is the SOA architecture of the MIS, the target MM is the technical architecture of the MIS while the additional knowledge contains all the technical elements concerning services and data (schematically, this consists in the elements embedded in WSDL files).

The transformation principle uses an intermediate model (technical knowledge model, based on a technical knowledge MM), which embeds the additional knowledge (Figure 13).

The following mapping rules (Figure 14) allow the logical model to be ‘enriched’ with the technical knowledge to achieve the technical model:

- **Rule 1**: Each service of the technical knowledge MM maps to a service in the technical MM in which the attribute realname is added.
- **Rule 2**: The bpel element of the technical knowledge MM maps to collaborative business process in the technical MM (including attributes).
- **Rule 3**: The wsdl element of the technical knowledge MM maps to partner service description in the technical MM (including attributes).
- **Rule 4**: Each operation of the technical knowledge MM maps to an operation in the technical MM.
Rule 5: First, for each input of the technical knowledge MM, one attribute input is generated in the operation element in the technical MM. Second, the attribute real-name is added in the business object element of the technical MM. Thus, operation is linked with business object through input.

Rule 6: First, for each output of the technical knowledge MM, one attribute output is generated in the operation
element in the technical MM. Second, the attribute real-name is added in the business object element of the technical MM. Thus, operation is linked with business object through output.

- Rule 7: Each attributes name and type of element of the technical knowledge MM maps, respectively, to the attributes value and type of format of the technical MM.
- Special rule: This rule is dedicated to changing the end links of association in and out from service to operation.

One important point at this level is that the use of this intermediate technical knowledge model is due to the need for mapping between business services (and data) and real technical services (and data). This mapping is not automatic and is based on manual mapping (Mu 2011).

5.4. Deployment

The general principle of this fourth step is to use the technical model (obtained at the PSM level) and the available technical elements to generate the files described at the end of Section 5.5 (SE, BC, SA and SA-BPEL), required for PElALS ESB deployment.

First of all, the following list contains all the available technical elements that can be used at this stage:

- PElALS ESB: the communication middleware based on JBI standard.
- SE-WF: the orchestration service provided with PElALS ESB, named SE-BPEL.
- BC: some generic BCs, provided with PElALS ESB, especially BC-SOAP (but also BC-FTP, BC-EJB, BC-SFTP, BC-MAIL).
- WSDL: All the description files provided for any external operational service that will be involved in the collaborative behaviour. It contains not only the specification of input(s) and output(s) of the service, some behavioural description but also the communication protocol required by the service (and thus the relevant BC).

Due to the fact that SE and BC are technical files, available in the ESB, the main problem is to generate the SA files (for services) and the SA-BPEL file (for workflow). The generation principle is shown in next picture (Figure 15):

Each SA file should contain (1) the link to the BC or the SE it will be connected to, and (2) the SU of the service(s) concerned by this BC or SE. The PSM model shows the whole set of services (external and internal) involved in the collaborative process. For each service of this set, the associated WSDL file provides the communication protocol, and the dedicated SA file might also be generated (if not existing already). This SA file might then be fulfilled with the connection file (link BC/SE) and the SU file(s), thanks to the specification (input/output) contained in the WSDL file(s). A specific java code is in charge of this whole task.

The SA-BPEL file should contain (1) the link to the SE-WF used for workflow orchestration and (2) the SU-BPEL, i.e. the WSDL files of the services involved in the
collaborative workflow, the process file defining the workflow and the specific file dedicated to linking services and their physical addresses (endpoints). As regards the link to the SE-WF, this is currently a hard connection to the SE-BPEL tool, embedded in the PETALS ESB. As concerns the SU-BPEL, the PSM model shows the whole set of services (external and internal) involved in the collaborative process. For each one of this set of services, the associated WSDL file may be copied in the SA-BPEL. An ATL transformation extracts from the PSM model the elements required to build both the Processartifact.wsdl file (connecting services and their endpoints) and the Process.bpel file (defining the behaviour).

This final technical step extracts from the PSM model (and the technical components such as WSDL files) the elements required to build all the files, necessary to deploy the PETALS ESB entirely and efficiently, and specifically dedicated to the collaborative situation. At the end of this stage, as long as the ESB, partners’ services, SEs and BCs are available, this set of technological components can be configured in one adequate mediator, running and orchestrating the collaborative behaviour ‘interoperably’.

5.5. Agility

According to Kidd (1994), Lindberg (1990) and Sharifi and Zhang (1999), agility may be seen as ‘an ability to satisfy a change in a short time’. The main factor of MIS agility is based on the MIS engineering approach and especially the MIS re-engineering approach. Indeed, this design method has been implemented in an ESB where each tool of each step has been connected as a service (i.e. CIM, PIM and PSM tools). Thus, the native plasticity of the workflow orchestration of that platform may be used in order to reconfigure the MIS.

Furthermore, run-time services may be connected on the same ESB (Figure 16). In that case, the mediation cycle is the following: (1) a design-time workflow is orchestrated on the ESB, which invokes design-time services one after the other (CIM, PIM, PSM) in order (2) to deduce MIS PSM model and run-time workflow; (3) run-time workflow is orchestrated on the ESB, which invokes run-time services one after the other in order to perform the collaborative situation; (4) an adaptation requirement is detected during run-time orchestration, which implies invoking the design-time workflow from the most appropriate design-time service. For instance:

- If the collaborative situation changes, then it should be started from the CIM level.
- If the situation has not changed but the partners have (new partner, lack of resources etc.), then it should be started from the PIM level.
- If situation and partners have not changed but any dysfunction occurs during run time (one run-time service did not provide the expected result), then it should be started from the PSM level.

Finally, the above considerations present how the SOA provides a merge between design time and run time.

6. Illustration

This section is dedicated to introduce a simple example of collaborative situation in the manufacturing domain. A customer (Client) and two providers (Fournisseur 1 and Fournisseur 2)
are using a MIS (CIS) to collaborate for the manufacturing of a product. This example focuses on the business to logical transformation. The steps above (deducing the collaboration business process) and beyond (deploying the actual MIS) have been presented, respectively, in Rajsiri et al. (2010) and Touzi et al. (2009). The following BPMN model (Figure 17) describes the collaboration business process (i.e. the business level):

This BPMN model (more precisely, the XML file of this BPMN diagram) is injected into the transformation service. By applying the transformation rules presented in Section 5, the following UML model is obtained (Figure 18):

This logical model, describing the mediation IS dedicated to support the collaboration between the customer and its two providers, is incomplete (there are too many classes to be presented on this diagram. For instance, the following picture illustrates specifically the package ‘partner services’ in the ‘service view’ (Figure 19).

Finally, this example shows, in a manufacturing context, that the MISE approach could efficiently support emerging collaboration by providing the collaborative network (in that case one customer and two providers) with the interoperable infrastructure able to invoke relevantly their services (the hypothesis of SOA compliant members of the collaborative network is still pending) to perform efficiently their collaboration and reach the common goals.

Considering some other existing approach or tools (research results or industrial products), Table 1 describes the different features of these existing ‘competitors’ with regards
to the four levels (1) business, (2) logical, (3) technological and (4) agility. Table 1 presents two existing products providing similar features (Bizagi and Run my Process) and four research results presenting interesting perspectives. For each of them, the bold text describes the main difference with regards to the MISE approach.

Obviously, the Table 1 shows that there are very actual perspectives to the MISE approach in order to shade its weaknesses. Besides, the table also shows that there are actual products available on the market that provides some similar features. However, all these products underline the real contributions of MISE (i.e. the ones that are not available on these products): (1) automated business process design, (2) connection with legacy IS (through web services) and (3) agility management. The fact that these features have not been implemented in these products shows that either they are useless or it is real contribution. This paper claims that these features are not useless. Finally, Table 1, on the one hand,
shows clearly the main contributions of the MISE approach and, on the other hand, draws the lines for perspectives that will be presented and discussed in the conclusion.

7. Conclusion

This paper presents an approach to designing the global MIS of an emerging collaborative situation. This approach is covering the whole path from the early stages of design time (partners’ characterisation and description of the collaborative objectives) to the late stages of runtime (actual implementation and constant updating thanks to agility management). This global IS is based on existing ISs (from involved organisations) and on a MIS providing interoperability to the ISs. The whole approach is model driven and uses several model transformations from business layer to technical layer. Each of these transformations uses mapping rules between source and target MMs to build a target model from a source model and some additional knowledge. Finally, using the PSM, deployment is possible on the target ESB platform. It is also interesting to notice that the granularity question can be managed by the MISE approach. Actually, there might be several levels of collaboration, especially in manufacturing context where there are strong connections between very different behavioural layers such as business and decision layers, production and assembly layers, supply chain and logistics layers, human resources layers etc. Therefore, there may be an MIS, managing a collaboration involving several MISs. This ‘fractal’ feature is not due to the contributions presented in this paper but to the conjunction of using a BPM approach on an SOA architecture.

Although this paper presents an overview of a deduction approach for MIS design, there are four main restrictions, which lead to four perspectives for improvement:

- Each partner of the emerging collaborative situation is supposed to be able to provide its own services (SOA), which is not realistic. Hence, one of the main next steps concerns working on service design (and service-oriented user interface principles) to help partners to convert their abilities (even human-based abilities) into services or to connect them to dedicated interface services. This part of perspective may be solved by agents (Papakostas et al. 2016), fuzzy logic (Renna 2016; Gholamian, Mahdavi, and Tavakkoli-Moghaddam 2016) or (Mas et al. 2016).

- The deduced process (at the business level) is entirely based on the MIT Process Handbook concepts and, as such, is mainly operational (in the sense of the ISO 9001 standard). There is no deduction concerning decisional and support processes. Still, an emerging collaborative situation should probably follow the same behavioural rules as an organisation and should thus follow that standard. The CIM level should focus on providing collaborative process cartography (instead of one collaborative process). The work presented in Mu, Bénaben and Pingaud (2015) could be integrated in the business layer to tackle this issue.

- The mapping between business services and technical services is ‘hand made’. This is not an easy question: it is not a one-to-one mapping but a global mapping between the set of business services (and data) and the set of technical services (and data). Semantic recovery (or semantic reconciliation) for this business-to-technical mapping of services and data is also one critical improvement to consider.
### Table 1. Comparison with existing results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Logic</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Agility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MISE</strong></td>
<td>This approach provides a way to automatically deduce a business process model based on the characterisation of partners' capabilities and collaborative objectives.</td>
<td>A UML intermediary model of the MIS is built by model transformation of the collaborative business process model. The required web services of partners are automatically deduced from expected business tasks.</td>
<td>An executable workflow file is generated automatically from the UML MIS model and is implemented through PETALS ESB.</td>
<td>Detecting if the execution of the current collaborative workflow should be interrupted is manual. Deciding if the design-time process should be restarted from CIM, PIM or PSM level is manual. Deployment of the new MIS (whatever the starting level) is automated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barthe et al. (2014)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bizagi</strong></td>
<td>This software (first launched in 1989) allows a local modelling of BPMN models (using ECLIPSE IDE). The modelling is 100% manual.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>The obtained process can be locally executed as a workflow. There is no connection with existing web services or information system.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boissel Dallier et al. (2015)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>The obtained workflow is directly executable by a classical workflow engine (e.g. BPEL engine or ACTIVITI). The orchestration is very similar to the MISE approach.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu, Bénaben, and Pingaud (2015)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Run My Process</strong></td>
<td>This research work provides an approach dedicated to build the whole process cartography of a collaborative network (including decisional, operational and support processes). It provides a wider solution for the business layer (based on very similar principles).</td>
<td>Existing applications and web services from legacy information systems can be connected. This requires a manual configuration but this is a fair connection of existing services.</td>
<td>The obtained workflows are executed on a SaaS workflow engine. The orchestration is very close to the one provided by the MISE approach.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Consequently, the research results presented in Boissel-Dallier et al. (2015) and based on Bénaben et al. (2010), Bénaben et al. (2013) and Sivashanmugam et al. (2005), dealing with the gap between, on the one hand, processes, functions and information and, on the other hand, workflows, services and data, could also be integrated into the whole approach.

- Finally, agility may be seen as the combination of detection and adaptation. However, the SOA features presented, which provide an appropriate way to invoke design-time services, are especially dedicated to managing adaptation aspects. But what about detection? Event-driven architecture and complex event processing are very promising tools to deal with information emitted from run-time services in order to detect any unexpected evolution. The research works presented in Barthe et al. (2014) could also help to deal with this issue.

The approach presented in this paper is not dedicated to be implemented as it has been described in the previous pages. Actually, even if the approach can be considered as the result of a very applied research work, some steps of the approach (design of models, populating of the knowledge base etc.) present some operational challenges. However, the presented approach demonstrates the continuous path that this approach draws between the very high business layers (descriptions of enterprises) and the very low technological layers (deployment of an operational MIS).
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